DEFINE PERSONAL SPACE, YET ENCOURAGE INTERACTION WITH ALLOY BENCHING
ALLOY™ BENCHING
ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT DOUBLE SIDED WITH POWER, SABLE LAMINATE, SILVER BASES, DUNE EROSION PRIVACY SCREENS

ALLOY™ STORAGE
DESIGNER WHITE METAL PAINT, BEAM PULLS, PLATINUM METALLIC

WANDER™ TASK SEATING
DESIGNTEX BIG DOT CACTUS
Alloy benching bridges the gap between offices and open plan by balancing personal space and the need to interact. This lighter scale benching series offers options to meet the demands for seated and standing height workspaces, in single or double sided configurations.

Gang single and double sided units in the combinations you need to accommodate user and architectural demands. Both the single and double sided units are available with and without power, adding even more design flexibility.

Powered units feature an integrated trough for easy plug and play capabilities and cord management. Add desktop grommets to further expand power, data, and technology management options. With power and data options within arm’s reach, Alloy facilitates a hub of activity within individual work zones.
CREATE AN ENVIRONMENT THAT PROMOTES EASY AND EFFORTLESS INTERACTIONS.

ALLOY BALANCES THE NEED FOR PERSONAL SPACE WITH THE DESIRE TO COLLABORATE.

Alloy benching’s smart design and versatility, along with its ease of specification and value, make it a simple solution for open plan spaces. With height options, configuration possibilities, base color choices, and various electrical solutions, you can tailor Alloy to fit your needs. Add tackable privacy screens to increase separation and provide spaces to pin important documents or personal touches. Alloy’s clean lines and broad options allow it to fit your needs, your users, and your space.